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Abstract. Many real-world security problems exhibit the challenge of
sequential attacks (i.e., the attacker carries out multiple attacks in a
sequential manner) on important targets. Security agencies have to dynamically allocate limited security resources to the targets in response
to these attacks, upon receiving real-time observations regarding them.
This paper focuses on tackling sequential attacks using Stackelberg security games (SSGs), a well-known class of leader-follower games, which
have been applied for solving many real-world security problems. Previous work on SSGs mainly considers a myopic attacker who attacks one
or multiple targets simultaneously against each defense strategy. This
paper introduces a new sequential-attack game model (built upon the
Stackelberg game model), which incorporates real-time observations, the
behavior of sequential attacks, and strategic plans of non-myopic players. Based on the new game model, we propose practical game-theoretic
algorithms for computing an equilibrium in different game settings. Our
new algorithms exploit intrinsic properties of the equilibrium to derive
compact representations of both game state history and strategy spaces
of players (which are exponential in number in the original representations). Finally, our computational experiments quantify benefits and
losses to the attacker and defender in the presence of sequential attacks.

1

Introduction

In many real-world security domains, security agencies often have to protect
important targets such as critical infrastructure from sequential attacks carried
out by human attackers, given information about these attacks is revealed over
time. In fact, an attacker can exploit sequential nature of attacks by settingup first a decoy attack to attract the attention, following by a more severe
attack. Such sophisticated attacks could mislead security agencies to allocate
a majority of security resources to handle attacks that have happened, leaving
other important targets less protected and thus vulnerable to subsequent attacks.
This raises an important question of how to effectively assign limited security
resources among targets in response to sequential attacks, considering real-time
observations regarding these attacks.
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We propose to use a Stackelberg security game model (SSG) to represent these
sequential-attack security scenarios. SSGs have been widely used to model the
strategic interaction between the defender and attacker in security domains [1,
3, 10, 13, 15]. In standard SSGs, the attacker is assumed to be a myopic player
who only attacks once by choosing a single target (or simultaneously choosing
a subset of targets [8]) against a strategy of the defender. In the sequential
attack scenario, the attacker, however, is a non-myopic player who considers all
future possibilities when deciding on each attack. The attacker can update its
belief about the security level at each target after each attack and adapt its next
attacks accordingly by leveraging the attacker’s prior knowledge of the defender’s
strategy and partial real-time observations of the resources of the defender.
Our work focuses on addressing the challenge of sequential attacks in security
games, with the following main contributions. First, we introduce a new security
game model to represent the security problems with sequential attacks. This new
model incorporates real-time observations, the behavior of sequential attacks,
and strategic plans of players. In the model, the non-myopic attacker carries
out multiple attacks in a sequential manner. The attacker strategically adapts
its actions based on real-time (partial) observations of defense activities. The
defender, on the other hand, has a full observation of previous game states
(i.e., which targets were attacked and/or protected) and determines an effective
strategic movements of security resources among targets accordingly.
Second, we propose new practical game-theoretic algorithms for computing
an equilibrium in two game settings with two rounds of attacks, sorted by the
defender’s capability of moving security resources after each attack. (i) In the
no-resource-movement setting, the defender does not move resources when the
attacker performs its attacks. This scenario reflects the worst-case situation in
which the defender is unable to respond as quickly as attacks happen. (ii) In
the resource-movement setting, the defender can quickly move resources among
all targets after each attack. The main computational challenge of finding an
equilibrium in these game settings comes from an exponential number of state
histories and strategies of players used in the optimization formulation. Our algorithms address this challenge by exploiting intrinsic properties of the equilibrium
to derive compact representations of both state histories and strategies.
Finally, we conduct extensive experiments in various game settings to evaluate our proposed algorithm to handle sequential attacks. Our results show that
the defender and attacker receive significant loss and benefit respectively if the
defender does not address sequential attacks. By taking into account sequential
attacks, such loss and benefit is reduced drastically.

2

Background

Stackelberg security games (SSGs) refer to a class of leader-follower games. In
standard SSGs, there is a set of important targets N = {1, 2, . . . , N }. A defender
has to allocate a limited number of security resources K < N to protect these
targets. A pure strategy of the defender is an allocation of these resources over
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the targets, denoted by s, where each resource protects exactly one target. We
denote by S the set of all these pure strategies. In this work, we consider no
scheduling constraint on the defender’s resource allocations and all resources
are homogeneous and indistinguishable to the players. A mixed strategy of the
defender is a randomization over all pure strategies, denoted by x = {x(s)}
where x(s) is the probability the defender plays s. We denote by X = {x :
P
s x(s) = 1, 0 ≤ x(s) ≤ 1} the set of all mixed strategy of the defender. On the
other hand, there is an attacker who is aware of the defender’s mixed strategy
and aim at attacking one or multiple targets simultaneously in response.
When the attacker attacks a target i that is protected by the defender, the
attacker receives a penalty Pia while the defender obtains a reward of Rid . Conversely, the attacker gets a reward of Ria > Pia and the defender receives a
penalty of Pid < Rid . We denote by S(i) = {s ∈ S : i ∈ s} which consists of all
pure defense strategies that cover target i. The defender and attacker’s expected
utility at i is computed respectively as follows:
X

U d (x, i) =
x(s) (Rid − Pid ) + Pid
s∈S(i)
X

a
U (x, i) =
x(s) (Pia − Ria ) + Ria
s∈S(i)

In this work, we call standard SSGs as simultaneous-attack SSGs (i.e., siSSGs)
to distinguish from our games with sequential attacks. Denote by L < T the
number of targets the attacker can attack. Then a simultaneous-attack strategy
of the attacker, denoted by asi , is a subset of L targets. Given a mixed strategy
of the defender x, if the attacker plays asi , then the attacker and defender’s
expected utility for playing (x, asi ) is computed as follows:
X
U a (x, asi ) =
U a (x, i)
i∈asi
X
U d (x, asi ) =
U d (x, i)
i∈asi

A pair of strategies (x∗si , a∗si ) of players form a simultaneous-attack Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium (siSSE) if and only if:
x∗si = argmaxx U d (x, a∗si (x))
a∗si (x) = argmaxasi U a (x, asi )
Our work uses siSSE as a baseline to compare with our algorithms for tackling
sequential attacks. The comparison results are presented in Section 7.

3

Related Work

Security games [7, 14] are a well-known class of resource allocation games where
the defender allocates scarce resources to protect selected targets. There are
many variants of security games, however, none of them can be used to solve
the sequential security game proposed in this paper. The main distinguishing
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characteristic is a combination of (1) attacker’s ability to attack multiple targets
and (2) the ability of the attacker (and the defender) to execute their plans
sequentially while observing and reacting to the strategy of the opponent.
There are several works that consider scenarios where the attacker can attack
multiple targets (defined in this paper as simultaneous-attack SSGs). In the first
work, Korzhyk et al. [8] show that computing an SSE in such simultaneous-attack
setting is NP-hard, however, their main goal is to design a polynomial-time for
finding a Nash equilibrium. The authors, however, do not study the sequential
case. Among the follow-up works, the goal of the research is typically allowing
more complex scenarios (e.g., allowing dependency among the targets that is
not necessarily additive [18]). In theory, one could use such generalized security
games where the attacker can attack multiple targets even for modeling the
sequential scenario, however, at the cost of an exponential increase in the number
of strategies compared to our approach (this is similar to using a normal-form
representation in order to solve a sequential game).
On the other hand, in several variants of security games, the players are
executing sequential actions. However, the sequential actions are often performed
by the defender and not by the attacker. This is the case for applications of green
security games [4, 12] or applications against urban crime [19, 5]. In these models,
the defender moves sequentially, however, the defender is not able to observe and
condition the chosen actions based on the actions of the attacker. This subclass
of sequential games has been later generalized for other than security games
and domain independent algorithms were provided for the zero-sum case [2, 11].
This is in contrast with our game model where the defender is aware that certain
target was attacked in the first step and depending on which target was attacked,
the defender can choose different strategy for the next time step.
Finally, security games with sequential attacks can be modeled as general
extensive-form games. While computing an SSE in an extensive-form game of
this class (with imperfect information) is NP-hard [9], there are several domainindependent algorithms for computing an SSE in extensive-form games that can
be, in theory, used for solving security games with sequential attacks [2, 16,
17, 6]. However, extensive-form games do not allow compact representations of
strategies and, moreover, all existing algorithms compute solution for strategies
with perfect memory. Hence even in a small game with five resources and 10
targets, the defender has 252 possibilities and the game with only two possible
attack steps has more than 6 · 105 states. This size corresponds to maximal
sizes of games solvable by existing state-of-the-art algorithms for computing
a Stackelberg equilibrium in extensive-form games. Contrary, since our novel
algorithm is specifically tailored for security games, we are able to achieve much
better scalability and we are able to find solutions for more than 20 targets.

4

Sequential-Attack Game Model

Our sequential-attack SSG (i.e., seSSG) model is built upon the standard SSG
model. Initially, the defender randomly allocates security resources to targets
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according to a mixed strategy (as defined in siSSGs). At the execution time,
the defender employs a pure strategy which is sampled from that strategy. The
attacker is aware of the mixed strategy of the defender but does not know which
targets the defender is protecting at the execution time. In our game, we assume
that when the attacker attacks a target i, it can discover if the defender is
covering that target or not. Nevertheless, the attacker is still unaware of the
current protection status at other targets. By attacking targets sequentially, the
attacker is able to explore which targets are being protected by the defender.
Based on observations from previous attacks, the attacker can update its belief
about the defender’s strategy and then decide on targets to attack next that
would benefit the attacker the most. In this work, we study the attack scenario
in which the attacker can carry out L > 1 rounds of attacks and attack one target
at each round. The defender has to move security resources among targets in
response to such sequential attacks. We assume that when a target is attacked,
the damage caused by the attack (if any) to the target is already done. Thus,
this target will not be considered in future attack rounds. In addition, if there is
a security resource at the attacked target, the resource has to resolve that attack
and thus the defender can no longer use that resource for future defense.
4.1

Players’ strategies

State and observation history. At each attack round l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, we
denote by odl = {s1 , i1 , s2 , i2 , ..., sl−1 , il−1 } the state history of the game. In
particular, sl0 is the deployment of security resources and il0 is the attacked
target at round l0 < l. The defender knows odl while the attacker only has partial
observations of the game states. The attacker’s observation history is denoted
by oal = {(i1 , c(i1 )), (i2 , c(i2 )), ..., (il−1 , c(il−1 ))} where il0 is the target attacked
at round l0 and c(il0 ) ∈ {0, 1} represents if the defender is protecting il0 (i.e.,
c(il0 ) = 1) or not (i.e., c(il0 ) = 0). At round 1 specifically, od1 ≡ ∅ and oa1 ≡ ∅.
Example: As an example, consider a security game with three targets, two defender resources, and two attack rounds. A possible state history at round l = 2
is od2 = {(1, 2), 2} in which the defender protects targets s1 = (1, 2) and the attacker attacks target i1 = 2 at round 1. The corresponding observation history
of the attacker is oa2 = {(2, c(2) = 1)} in which the attacker attacks target i1 = 2
and the defender protects that target (i.e., c(i1 ) = 1) at round 1.
Defender strategy. At each round l, given a state history odl , the defender
(re-)distributes active security resources (i.e., resources at targets which have
not been attacked) to the targets according to some constraints on resource
movements. In the previous example of the 3-target games, in the state history
od2 = {(1, 2), 2}, the defender was protecting target i1 = 2 when the attacker
attacks that target at round 1. Therefore, at round l = 2, the only remaining active security resource of the defender is located at target 1. Suppose that
the defender is able to move that security resource to target 3 at round 2, the
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defender now has to choose either keep that resource at target 1 or move the
resource to target 3. We denote by Sl (odl ) the set of all possible feasible deployments of security resources at round l given the state history odl . A behavior
strategy of the defender at odl , denoted by xl = {xl (sl | odl )}, is a probability
distribution over Sl (odl ) in which xl (sl | odl ) is the probability the defender plays
the deployment sl at round l given the state history odl .
For example, in the 3-target game, given od2 = {(1, 2), 2}, there are two
feasible deployments at round l = 2: s2 = (1) and s2 = (3). An example of a
behavior strategy of the defender is to protect target 1 and 3 with a probability
of 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. At round l, the defender executes a deployment sl
which is randomly drawn from the strategy xl . At round 1 specifically, x1 ∈ X
is equivalent to a mixed strategy of the defender in the corresponding siSSG.
Attacker strategy. (Stackelberg assumption) We assume the attacker is aware
of the defender’s behavior strategies, i.e., the probability of each resource deployment of the defender given a state history odl , but not the actual deployments
sl . The attacker decides to attack a target il based on its observation history oal .
Bayesian update. At each round l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, given an observation history
oal , the attacker can update its belief regarding the defender’s strategy using
Bayesian update, formulated as follows:
X
β(sl | oal ) =
β(odl | oal )xl (sl | odl )
d
ol

β(odl
β(odl

|
|

oal )
oal )

= 0 if odl and oal are not consistent
∝ P (odl ) = P (odl−1 , sl−1 , il−1 ) = xl−1 (sl−1 | odl−1 )P (odl−1 ), otherwise

where β(sl | oal ) and β(odl | oal ) are the updated belief of the attacker. In
particular, β(sl | oal ) is the probability the defender plays sl at round l and
β(odl | oal ) is the probability the state history is odl given oal . Finally, odl and
oal are consistent if they share the same attack sequence (i1 , i2 , . . . , il−1 ) and
il−1 ∈ sl−1 if c(il−1 ) = 1 and il−1 ∈
/ sl−1 , otherwise. Based on the belief update
β(sl | oal ), the attacker will choose next target to attack accordingly.
4.2

Players’ utility

Suppose that the defender plays xse = {xl (sl | odl )} (which consists of all behavior strategies of the defender at all of state histories) and the attacker plays
ase = {il (oal )} (which consist of all choices of targets to attack at all of observation histories of the attacker), then players’ utility at each round can be
computed using backward induction as follows:4
At round L, given an observation history oaL , the attacker’s total expected
utility for attacking a target iL (oaL ) (shorten by iL ) is computed as follows:
X

X

U a (iL (oaL )) =
β(sL | oaL ) PiaL +
β(sL | oaL ) RiaL
sL :iL ∈sL

4

Sometimes we omit

oal

and

odl

sL :iL ∈s
/ L

when the context is clear.
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On the other hand, given a state history odL , the defender’s total expected utility
when the attacker attacks a target iL (odL ) is computed as follows:
X
X


U d (iL (odL )) =
xL (sL | odL ) PidL
xL (sL | odL ) RidL +
sL :iL ∈s
/ L

sL :iL ∈sL

where iL (odL ) ≡ iL (oaL ) with the attacker’s observation history oaL is consistent
with the state history odL .
At round l < L, given an observation history oal , attacker’s total expected
utility for attacking a target il (oal ) (shorten by il ) is computed as follows:
X


U a (il (oal )) =
β(sl | oal ) Pial + U a (il+1 (oal , (il , c(il ) = 1)))
sl :il ∈sl
X


+
β(sl | oal ) Rial + U a (il+1 (oal , (il , c(il ) = 0)))
sl :il ∈s
/ l

which comprises of (i) the immediate expected utility for current round and
(ii) future expected utility as a result of the current attack. On the other hand,
given a state history odl with a positive probability, the defender’s total expected
utility when the attacker attacks a target il (odl ) is computed as follows:
X

X

U d (il (odl )) =
xl (sl | odl ) Ridl +
xl (sl | odl ) Pidl
s :i ∈s
sl :il ∈s
/ l
X l l l
d
d
d
d
+
xl (sl | ol )U (il+1 (ol , sl , il (ol )))
sl

where il (odl ) ≡ il (oal ) with the observation history of the attacker oal is consistent
with the state history odl .
Finally, players’ total expected utility for playing (xse , ase ) is determined as:5
U d (xse , ase ) = U d (i1 )
U a (xse , ase ) = U a (i1 )
4.3

Sequential-attack SSE

A pair of strategies of players (x∗se = {x∗l (sl | odl )}, a∗se (x∗ ) = {i∗l (oal )}) forms a
sequential-attack SSE (seSSE) if and only if:
x∗se = argmax U d (xse , a∗se (xse ))
xse

a∗se (xse )

= argmax U a (xse , ase ).
ase

In this paper, we study seSSGs with the focus on computing an seSSE of the
game in two game settings, sorted by the defender’s capability of moving security
resources after each attack. (i) In the resource-movement setting, the defender
can move security resource from a target to any other target after each attack.
This setting captures the situation in which the defender has a full capability
5

For the sake of presentation, we will omit ∅ (i.e., i1 = i1 (∅)) from all contexts.
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of re-allocating resources in response to every attack. (i) In the no-resourcemovement setting, the defender does not move resources when attacks happens.
This setting reflects the worst security scenario in which the defender is unable
to react (by moving resources) as quickly as attacks happening.
Analyzing and finding an seSSE in general is computationally expensive
which involves exponentially many strategies of both the attacker and the defender, as well as exponentially many state histories. Therefore, in this paper, we
focus on developing efficient game-theoretic algorithms to compute an seSSE in
these game settings in which the attacker attacks two targets sequentially, i.e.,
L = 2. In fact, as we shown later, even in this 2-round game scenario, the search
space is still exponential. We provide efficient algorithms to compute an seSSE,
by (i) exploiting underlying characteristics of seSSGs to compactly represent
spaces of state histories and strategies of players; and (ii) applying optimization
techniques such as cutting plane to scale up the computation of an seSSE.

5

The Resource-Movement Setting

In the resource movement game setting with two (sequential) attacks, the defender has to determine: (i) how to allocate resources before any attacks happens;
and (ii) how to move resources in response to the first attack.
5.1

Compact representation

Solving the 2-round seSSE is computationally expensive since it involves an
exponential number of resource allocations and movements of the defender. In
fact, the exponentially many resource allocations at first round also leads to
an exponential number of state histories at second round. In the following, we
introduce an equivalent compact representation of the players’ strategies and
state histories, leveraging the resource-movement property. We first present a
characteristic of the seSSE in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. In the 2-round seSSGs with resource movements, the defender’s
strategy at the second round in the seSSE can be compactly represented such that
the compact representation only depends on which target is attacked at the first
round and whether the defender is protecting that target or not.
Proof. Consider the seSSE of the game (x∗se , a∗se ). According to the definition of
the seSSE in Section 4.3, given the players’ strategy at the first round ({x∗1 (s1 )}, i∗1 )
in the seSSE, the defender’s strategy at the second round is the optimal solution
of the following optimization problem:
X
X
max
x∗1 (s1 )
x2 (s2 | s1 , i∗1 )V d (s2 , i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1))
(1)
x2

+ max
x2

s1 :i∗
1 ∈s1

X
s1 :i∗
/ 1
1 ∈s

s2

x∗1 (s1 )

X
s2

x2 (s2 | s1 , i∗1 )V d (s2 , i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 0))

(2)
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which maximizes the defender’s expected utility at second round. The term
V d (s2 , i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1)) is equal to the defender’s reward at target i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) =
1) if the deployment of defender resources s2 covers that target. Otherwise, it is
equal to the defender’s penalty at the target. The first optimization component
in (1) can be equivalently represented as follows:


X
X
x∗1 (s1 )
∗
d
∗ ∗
∗

P
x∗1 (s1 )max
∗ (s0 ) x2 (s2 | s1 , i1 )V (s2 , i2 (i1 , c(i1 ) = 1))
x
x
2
0
∗
0
∗
∗
1 1
s :i ∈s
s1 :i1 ∈s1

s2 ,s1 :i1 ∈s1

1

1

1

Also, the attacker’s second attack i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1) is an optimal solution of:

X
X
∗
x
(s
)
max∗
β(s1 | i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1)x2 (s2 | s1 , i∗1 )V a (s2 , i2 )
1
1
∗
∗
s1 :i1 ∈s1

i2 6=i1

s2 ,s1 :i1 ∈s1

which maximizes the attacker’s expected utility at second round. The term
V a (s2 , i2 ) is equal to the attacker’s reward at i2 if the target is not covered
by the defender’s deployment s2 . Otherwise, it is equal to the attacker’s penalty
at that target. The attacker’s updated belief is computed using Bayesian update:
x∗1 (s1 )
∗
∗ 0 , if i1 ∈ s1
s0 :i∗ ∈s0 x1 (s1 )

β(s1 | i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1) = P

1

1

1

We introduce the following new variables:
X
∗
x∗1 (s1 )
∗
P
y i1 ,1 (s2 ) =
∗ (s0 ) x2 (s2 | s1 , i1 ), ∀s2
∗
s1 :i1 ∈s1
x
0
∗
0
1 1
s :i ∈s
1

1

1

Since the defender can move resource from one target to any other targets with∗
∗
out any constraint, any values of yi1 ,1 = {y i1 ,1 (s2 )} such that:
X
∗
∗
y i1 ,1 (s2 ) = 1, y i1 ,1 (s2 ) ∈ [0, 1], ∀s2
s2

is equivalent to a strategy of the defender {x2 (s2 | s1 , i∗1 )} at second round (i.e.,
∗
we can simply assign x2 (s2 | s1 , i∗1 ) = y i1 ,1 (s2 ) for all s2 ). Therefore, for the
∗
i∗
,1
rest of this section, we can consider y 1 = {y i1 ,1 (s2 )} as a strategy of the
defender at second round given the attacker attacks target i∗1 at first round and
the defender is covering that target. The first optimization component in (1) is
now equivalent to the following optimization problem:
X
∗
maxyi∗1 ,1
y i1 ,1 (s2 )V d (s2 , i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1))
s2
X
∗
s.t. i∗2 (i∗1 , c(i∗1 ) = 1) = argmaxi2 6=i∗1
y i1 ,1 (s2 )V a (s2 , i2 )
s2
X
∗
∗
y i1 ,1 (s2 ) = 1, y i1 ,1 (s2 ) ∈ [0, 1]
s2

which results in a siSSE of a siSSG which consists of (i) a target set N\ {i∗1 }; (ii)
K − 1 security resources, and (iii) one attack. Similarly, we can also show that
the second optimization component in (2) corresponds to a siSSE of the similar
game but with K security resources. These siSSEs only depends on which target
is attacked and if the defender protects that target or not at first round.
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Based on Theorem 1, each strategy of the defender can be now compactly represented as having two components: (i) {x1 (s1 )} where x1 (s1 ) is the probability the
defender plays s1 ∈ S before any attacks; and (ii) ({y i,1 (s2 )}; {y i,0 (s2 )}) where
y i,1 (s2 ) is the probability the defender plays s2 ∈ SK−1 (−i) if the first attack is
towards target i and the defender is protecting that target. The set SK−1 (−i)
is the set of subsets of K − 1 targets (there are K − 1 resources left) excluding
target i. In addition y i,0 (s2 ) is the probability the defender plays s2 ∈ SK (−i) if
the first attack is towards target i and while the defender is not protecting this
target (the defender allocates K resources to targets excluding target i).
Note that the current compact representation of the defender’s strategies
still involves all possible deployments of the defender’s security resources at
each round, of which number is exponential. We then provide Proposition 1 (its
proof is in the Online appendix A)6 showing that the defender strategies at each
round are equivalent to compact marginal coverage probabilities at every target.
Proposition 1. In the sequential-attack game with resource movements, the defender’s strategies can be compactly represented as follows:
X
X
xj =
x1 (s1 ),
xj = K, ∀j
s1
j
X
X
yji,1 =
y i,1 (s2 ),
y i,1 = K − 1, ∀i, j 6= i
s2
j6=i j
X
X
yji,0 =
y i,0 (s2 ),
yji,0 = K, ∀i, j 6= i
s2

j6=i

where xj is the marginal probability the defender protects target j before any
attack happens. In addition, yji,1 and yji,0 are the marginal probabilities the defender protects target j 6= i after the attacker attacked target i while the defender
was protecting and was not protecting that target, respectively.
5.2

Mixed integer linear program (MILP) representation

According to Theorem 1, given the attacked target i∗1 at round 1, the player’s
equilibrium strategies in round 2 is equivalent to an siSSE of a siSSG, which
consists of (i) a target set N \ {i∗1 }; (ii) K defender resources (if the defender is
not protecting i∗1 in the original seSSG) or K − 1 resources (otherwise); and (iii)
one attack. This siSSE can be computed in advance. Therefore, we introduce
the following MILP to compute the seSSE of the 2-round seSSG based on these
pre-computed siSSEs and the compact representation described in Proposition 1:
max v
d
d
s.t. v ≤ xi (Rid − Pid ) + Pid + (1 − xi )UsiSSE
(i, 0) + xi UsiSSE
(i, 1) + (1 − hi )M, ∀i
a
a
r ≥ xi (Pia − Ria ) + Ria + (1 − xi )UsiSSE
(i, 0) + xi UsiSSE
(i, 1), ∀i
a
a
r ≤ xi (Pia − Ria ) + Ria + (1 − xi )UsiSSE
(i, 0) + xi UsiSSE
(i, 1) + (1 − hi )M, ∀i
X
hi = 1, hi ∈ {0, 1}
i

6

Online appendix: https://www.dropbox.com/s/hjyjabfg69llyn3/Appendix.pdf?dl=0
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d
d
where UsiSSE
(i, 0) and UsiSSE
(i, 1) are the defender’s utilities in the siSSEs of the
resulting siSSGs after the attacker attacks i while the defender is not protecting
a
a
and protecting the target, respectively. Similarly, UsiSSE
(i, 0) and UsiSSE
(i, 1) are
the attacker’s equilibrium utilities in the resulting siSSEs. In addition, v is the
defender’s total expected utility which we aim to maximize and r is the attacker’s
total expected utility. The binary variable hi represent if the attacker attacks
target i (hi = 1) or not (hi = 0) at the first round.

6

The No-Resource-Movement Setting

In this section, we study the problem in which the defender does not move resources when the attacker performs its attacks. This setting reflects the responsedelayed security scenario in which the defender is unable to react (by moving
resources) as quickly as attacks happening. In this scenario, the defender’s goal
is to optimize his randomization over resource allocations before such sequential attacks happen. Therefore, we use the same notation x = {x(s)} as in the
simultaneous-attack games to represent the defender’s mixed strategy. An attack
strategy of the attack is denoted by ase which is defined the same as in the unconstrained resource movement setting. The seSSE is still denoted by (x∗se , a∗se ).
6.1

Equilibrium analysis

We first provide Theorem 2 showing the benefit and loss of the attacker and
defender for playing sequentially instead of simultaneously in zero-sum games.
Theorem 2. In zero-sum games, the attacker obtains a higher utility while the
defender gets a lower utility from sequential attacks than from simultaneous attacks. In particular, we have:
U d (x∗se , a∗se (x∗se )) ≤ U d (x∗si , a∗si (x∗si ))
U a (x∗se , a∗se (x∗se )) ≥ U a (x∗si , a∗si (x∗si ))

(3)
(4)

Proof. (i) First, given any defense strategy x, the attacker always obtains a
higher total expected utility for playing sequentially than simultaneously. Indeed, we denote the simultaneous-attack best response a∗si = (i∗ , j ∗ ). The corresponding expected utility of the attacker is U a (x, i∗ ) + U a (x, j ∗ ). On the other
hand, finding a sequential-attack best response is determined as follows:
max U a (x, ase ) ≥ U a (x, i∗ ) + U a (x, j ∗ ).
ase

Essentially, the attacker’s simultaneous-attack best response (i∗ , j ∗ ) corresponds
to a feasible sequential-attack response in which the attacker attacks i∗ at first
attack and then attacks j ∗ at second attack regardless of the attack result of the
first attack. Therefore, U a (x∗se , a∗se (x∗se )) ≥ U a (x∗se , a∗si (x∗se )).
(ii) In addition, based on the definition of the siSSE, we have the defender’s
utility U d (x∗se , a∗si (x∗se )) ≤ U d (x∗si , a∗si (x∗si )). This inequality is equivalent to
U a (x∗se , a∗si (x∗se )) ≥ U a (x∗si , a∗si (x∗si )) (according to the zero-sum property).
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Based on (i) and (ii), we have U a (x∗se , a∗se (x∗se )) ≥ U a (x∗si , a∗si (x∗si )). Since

this game is zero-sum, we obtain: U d (x∗se , a∗se (x∗se )) ≤ U d (x∗si , a∗si (x∗si )).
Computing an seSSE is computationally expensive due to an exponential
number of pure strategies of the defender. In the following, we present our MILP
formulation to exactly compute an seSSE. We then provide a scalable algorithm
which is based on the compact representation and cutting-plane based method
to overcome the computation challenge. We denote by S(i) and S(−i) the sets of
pure strategies of the defender which cover and do not cover target i, respectively.
We denote by S(i, j) the set of pure strategies which cover both (i, j).
6.2

Equilibrium computation: MILP formulation

We first present Lemma 1, showing the linearity relationship between the players’
total expected utility and the defender’s mixed strategies. This result serves as
a basis to develop an MILP to exactly compute an seSSE.
Lemma 1. Given an attack strategy ase , both the attacker and defender’s total
expected utility is a linear function of the defender’s mixed strategy x.
Proof. Based on the computation of the players’ utility described in Section 4,
we can represent the attacker’s total expected utility as follows:
X

U a (x, ase ) =
x(s) (Pia1 −Ria1 )+Ria1
(5)
s∈S(i1 )
X
X



+
x(s)
β(s | i1 , c(i1 ) = 1)(Pia2 (i1 ,1) −Ria2 (i1 ,1) )+Ria2 (i1 ,1)
s∈S(i1 )

+



X

s∈S(i1 ,i2 (i1 ,1))

X


x(s)

s∈S(−i1 )

β(s | i1 , c(i1 ) = 0)(Pia2 (i1 ,0) −Ria2 (i1 ,0) )+Ria2 (i1 ,0)

s∈S(−i1 ,i2 (i1 ,0))

where the attacker’s updated belief is computed using the Bayesian update:
β(s | i1 , c(i1 ) = 1) = P

x(s)

s0 ∈S(i1 )

x(s0 )

, if s ∈ S(i1 )

The updated belief, β(s | i1 , c(i1 ) = 0), is computed similarly. Therefore, the
attacker’s total expected utility can be formulated as follows:
X

U a (x, ase ) =
x(s) (Pia1 −Ria1 )+Ria1
(6)
s∈S(i1 )
X
X




+
x(s) (Pia2 (i1 ,1) −Ria2 (i1 ,1) ) +
x(s) Ria2 (i1 ,1)
s∈S(i1 ,i2 (i1 ,1))

+



X
s∈S(−i1 ,i2 (i1 ,0))

s∈S(i1 )



x(s) (Pia2 (i1 ,0) −Ria2 (i1 ,0) )+

X


x(s) Ria2 (i1 ,0)

s∈S(−i1 )

which is a linear function of x. Finally, we apply the same computation process
to show that the defender’s total expected utility is also linear in x.
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In the seSSE, our goal is to find an optimal strategy for the defender that
maximizes the defender’s total expected utility. Based on Lemma 1, this problem
can be represented as an MILP, formulated as follows:
max v s.t.

(7)

v ≤ U d (x, ase ) +(3−hi −qj1 −qk0 )M, ∀i 6= j, k

(8)

x,ase

a

(9)

a

(10)

r ≥ U (x, ase ), ∀i 6= j, k
(x, ase ) +(3−hi −qj1 −qk0 )M, ∀i 6= j, k

r≤U
X
hi = 1, hi ∈ {0, 1}
i
X
X
qj0 = 1,
qj1 = 1, qj0 , qj1 ∈ {0, 1}
j

j
hi+qi0 ≤ 1, hi +qi1 ≤ 1.

(11)
(12)
(13)

where ase is defined as i1 = i, i2 (i1 , 1) = j and i2 (i1 , 0) = k (i.e., the attacker
will attack target j at round 2 if the defender protects target i at round 1 and
attack target k, otherwise). We first introduce three binary variables: (i) hi = 1
if the attacker attacks target i at first round and hi = 0, otherwise; (ii) qj0 = 1 if
the attacker attacks target j at second round given the defender is not protecting
the attacked target at first round and qj0 = 0, otherwise; and (iii) qj1 ∈ {0, 1}
given the defender is protecting the attacked target at first round. In the MILP,
v and r are the defender and attacker’s total expected utility. Constraint (8)
determines the defender’s utility given a best response of the attacker (when
hi = 1, qj1 = 1, qk0 = 1). Constraints (9–10) ensure that r is the attacker’s utility
with respect to the attacker’s best response (when hi = 1, qj1 = 1, qk0 = 1).
Constraints (11–12) imply the attacker attacks one target at each round. Finally
constraint (13) imposes that if the attacker already attacks a target i, it will
not attack i again. Finally, M is a large constant which ensures that associated
constraints are effective only when hi = 1, qj1 = 1, qj0 = 1.
While the MILP provide an exact seSSE, it has limited scalability due to
an exponential number of pure strategies of the defender in S. Therefore, we
introduce a new efficient algorithm to overcome this computation issue.
6.3

Equilibrium computation: scalable algorithm

Our new algorithm comprises of two ideas: (i) compact representation and (ii) a
cutting-plane method. For the first idea, we provide a relaxed compact representation of the defender’s mixed strategies. This compact representation may not
be equivalent to a feasible mixed strategy. Yet, the number of compact defense
2
strategies is significantly small (i.e., O(|N | ))compared to the original repreN
sentation with the number of strategies is K
. For the second idea, we apply
the cutting-plane method to gradually refine the compact strategy space. This
iterative process stops when the optimal strategy of the defender found in the
refined compact space is feasible in the original space, which means an optimal
mixed strategy of the defender is found.
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Compact representation. We propose the following compact representation:
X
xi,j =
x(s)
s∈S(i,j)

where xi,j represents the probability the defender protects both target i and j
simultaneously. There is the following resource constraint associated with {xi,j }:
X X
X
xi,j = 2 ×
xi,j = K × (K − 1)
(14)
i

j6=i

i<j

For each pair (i, j), the probability x(s) where s ∈ S(i, j) is counted once in
computing xi,j . For each pure strategy s of the defender, there are K×(K−1)
2
K×(K−1)
pairs
of
targets
from
s.
Therefore,
x(s)
is
counted
times
in
computing
2
P
i<j xi,j . As a result, we obtain Eq. 14.
Based on this compact representation, we can compute the players’ total
expected utility shown in Lemma 1 accordingly. In particular,
1 X
xi,j
s∈S(i)
j6=i
K −1
X
X
1 X
x(s) = 1 −
x(s) = 1 −
xi,j
s∈S(−i)
s∈S(i)
j6=i
K −1


X
X
1 X
x(s)=
xj,k −xi,j
x(s)−xi,j =
s∈S(−i,j)
k6=j
s∈S(j)
K −1

X

x(s) =

(15)
(16)
(17)

We now can use {xi,j } instead of {x(s)} to solve (7–13). However, {xi,j } satisfying the aforementioned constraints is generally not equivalent to a feasible mixed
strategy of the defender in the original strategy space. For example, let’s consider
a security game with 4 targets {1, 2, 3, 4} and 3 defender resources. There are four
pure strategies of the defender {(1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), (1, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4)}. A possible
compact strategy is (x1,2 ; x1,3 ; x1,4 ; x2,3 ; x2,4 ; x3,4 ) = (1.0; 1.0; 0.0; 0.0; 1.0; 0.0).
According to this compact strategy, the defender will protect target 1 with a
probability of x12 +x213 +x14 = 1.0 and target 2 with a probability of x12 +x223 +x24 =
1.0. This implies that the defender only plays either (1, 2, 3) or (1, 2, 4). Thus,
1.0 = x13 = x123 + x134 = x123
1.0 = x24 = x124 + x234 = x124
and as a result, x123 + x124 + x134 + x234 ≥ 2.0 which is infeasible since the
probabilities of playing defense pure strategies must sum up to 1.0.
Therefore, we propose to use the cutting plane method (explained below) to
gradually refine the solution space of {xi,j } in solving the MILP (7–13).
Cutting plane method. At a high level, we solve the MILP (7–13) with
a set of additional linear constraints on {xi,j }. These constraints impose the
feasible value domain of {xi,j }, which are determined iteratively through the
cutting plane method. Initially, we solve (7–13) without any constraint on {xi,j }
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and obtain a (possibly infeasible) solution {x̄i,j }. We then apply the cutting
plane method to find the plane (deep cut) which separates the feasible domain
of {xi,j } and the (infeasible) point {x̄i,j }. As a result, we obtain a new linear
constraint which refines the solution space of {xi,j }. We solve the MILP again
with the additional constraint. This process will continue until we reach an
optimal mixed strategy for the defender. More specifically, given an outcome of
{x̄i,j }, we consider the following feasibility problem
X

min{x(s)}

dij

(18)

i,j

X
s.t. dij ≥ x̄i,j −
x(s), ∀i 6= j
s∈S(i,j)
X
dij ≥
x(s) − x̄i,j , ∀i 6= j
s∈S(i,j)
X
x(s) = 1, x(s) ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ S
s∈S

(19)
(20)
(21)

which findsPthe feasible mixed strategy closest to the compact strategy {x̄i,j }.
The term i,j di,j represents the 1-norm distance between {x(s)} and {x̄i,j }
which we aim to minimize. Denote by (d∗ , {x∗ (s)}) the optimal solution of (18–
21), we obtain the following proposition, determining if {x̄i,j } is feasible or not.
Proposition 2. If d∗ = 0, the compact solution {x̄(i, j)} returns an optimal
defense mixed strategy. If d∗ > 0, {x̄i,j } is not feasible.
Let’s consider the dual problem of (18–21):
max

X

s.t.

X

i6=j

x̄ij (yij − zij ) + λ
X
yij −
zij + λ ≤ 0, ∀s

i,j∈s

i,j∈s

(22)
(23)

yij + zij ≤ 1, ∀i 6= j

(24)

yij , zij ≥ 0.

(25)

∗
∗
We denote by {yij
, zij
, λ∗ } the dual optimal solution. Proposition 3 provides a
cutting plane (i.e., a linear constraint) which refines the compact solution space.
P
∗
Proposition 3. Given an infeasible {x̄ij }, the cutting plane
i6=j xij (yij −
∗
∗
zij ) + λ = 0 separates {x̄ij } from the mixed strategy space of the defender:
P
∗
∗
1. Pi6=j x̄ij (yij
− zij
) + λ∗ > 0.
∗
∗
∗
2.
i6=j xij (yij − zij ) + λ ≤ 0, ∀ feasible {xij }.

P
Proof. Since {x̄ij } is infeasible, then i6=j xij (yij −P
zij ) + λ > 0 for all feasible
∗
∗
{yij , zij , λ} of the dual program. Therefore, we have i6=j xij (yij
− zij
) + λ∗ > 0.
For all feasible {xij }, the optimal objective of the dual program with respect
0
0
to
{x
by {yij
, zij
, λ0 }, must be equal to zero. Thus, we obtain:
P ij }, denoted
P
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0

i6=j xij (yij −zij )+λ ≤
i6=j xij (yij −zij )+λ = 0.
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Based
3, the new linear constraint to add to the problem (7–13)
P on Proposition
∗
∗
) + λ∗ ≤ 0, which refine the search space for compact strate− zij
is i6=j xij (yij
gies {xij }. We now aim at solving (22–25) to find the cutting plane. This dual
program involves an exponential number of constraints since there is an exponential number of pure strategies for the defender (Constraint 23). Therefore,
we propose to use the incremental constraint generation approach (i.e., column
generation). That is, we solve the relaxed dual program with respect to a small
subset of mixed defense strategy in S. We then gradually add new constraints
until we obtain the optimal solution (i.e., no violated constraint is found). The
main part of this approach is to find a maximally violated constraint given the
∗
∗
current optimal solution {yij
, zij
, λ∗ } of the relaxedP(22–25). This
is
P problem
∗
∗
equivalent to finding a pure strategy s ∈ S such that i,j∈s yij
− i,j∈s zij
+ λ∗
is maximum. Intuitively, we want to find s such that the constraint (23) is violated the most, which can be represented as the following MILP:
X
X
∗
∗
max
yij
hij −
zij
hij + λ∗
i,j

ij

s.t. hij ≤ hi , hj
hi ∈ {0, 1},

X
i

hi = K

where hi is a binary variable which indicates if s covers target i (hi = 0) or not
(hi = 1) and hi,j is a binary variable which indicates if s covers both i and j.
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Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the solution quality and runtime of our algorithms on games generated using GAMUT7 . All our experiments were run on a 2.8GHz Intel Xeon E52680v2 processor with 256GB of RAM, using CPLEX 12.8 for solving LP/MILPs.
We set the covariance value r ∈ [0.0, 1.0] in GAMUT with step size λ = 0.2 to
control the correlation of attacker and defender payoffs. All results are averaged
over 120 instances (20 games per covariance value). All comparison results with
our algorithms are statistically significant under bootstrap-t (α = 0.05).
Algorithms and Baselines We show simulation results for two algorithms:
(i) sequential attacks with resource movement (or URM); and (ii) sequential attacks
with no resource movement (or NRM). In addition, we use siSSE as a baseline in
order to show that the defender can suffer arbitrary losses if he does not take
into account sequential attacks in his resource allocation problem. We test all
our algorithms and the baseline against a sequential move attacker.
Figures 1a and 1b show solution qualities (i.e., expected game utilities) in the
resource-movement setting for the defender and attacker (respectively), whereas
Figures 2a, 3a and 2b, 3b show the same solution qualities in the no-resourcemovement setting. The x-axis in Figures 1 and 2 shows increasing number of
targets. The x-axis in Figure 3 shows increasing number of resources. The y-axis
in all these figures show the expected utility for defender and attacker.
7

See http://gamut.stanford.edu/.
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Fig. 1: Difference in the utility of the players with increasing number of targets
in the resource-movement setting.
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Fig. 2: Difference in the utility of the players with increasing number of targets
in the no-resource-movement setting.

Scaling up Number of Targets Figures 1a and 2a show that against sequential attacks, the expected defender utility achieved by our algorithms (i.e.,
URM and NRM) is significantly higher than that achieved by siSSE in both resourcemovement and no-resource-movement settings. On the other hand, Figures 1b
and 2b show that the attacker achieves significantly lower utility with our algorithms as compared to siSSE. This shows the importance of taking into account
sequential attacks in the defender’s optimization problem, and shows that our
algorithms are able to successfully outperform the baseline.
Scaling up Number of Resources Next, we show how the solution quality
of our algorithms varies with increasing number of resources. The number of
targets is set to 10. Figures 3a and 3b show that in the no-resource-movement
setting, the defender solution quality increases with increasing number of security
resources, whereas the attacker solution quality decreases.
Runtime Results Figures 4a and 4b shows the runtime of our algorithms
with increasing number of targets and resources (respectively). The x-axis shows
increasing number of targets (resources), and the y-axis shows the runtime (in
seconds). These figures show that our NRM algorithm runs significantly slower
than our URM. This makes sense since the NRM algorithm needs to solve multiple
MILPs and LPs to find cutting planes until it reaches the optimal solution,
which is time consuming compared to the URM algorithm. As expected, the siSSE
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Fig. 3: Difference in the utility of the players with increasing number of resources
in the no-resource movement setting.
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Fig. 5: The impact of cutting planes on solution quality and runtime performance
in the no-resource-movement setting

algorithm runs quicker than both our algorithms, but as shown in Figures 1, 2
and 3, it performs significantly worse than our algorithms in terms of solution
quality. This establishes the superiority of our algorithms performance over the
state-of-the-art baseline in tackling sequential attacks.
Finally, we analyze the impact of limiting the maximum number of cutting
planes that the NRM algorithm can generate on its runtime and solution quality.
Figure 5a and 5b show the variation in solution quality and runtime (respectively) of the NRM algorithm with increasing limits on the number of cutting
planes that can be added to the MILP. The number of targets is fixed to 10.
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The x-axis shows increasing number of cutting planes and the y-axis shows the
solution quality (and runtime). These figures show that beyond three cutting
planes, the solution quality of NRM shows diminishing returns with higher values of cutting planes, whereas the running time of the algorithm increases at a
roughly linear rate with increasing number of cutting planes. This suggests that
in practice, NRM can be run by setting a limit on the number of cutting planes,
beyond which there are only marginal increases in the solution quality.

8

Summary

This paper studies the security problem in which the attacker can attack multiple
targets in a sequential manner. In this paper, we introduce a new sequentialattack game model (built upon the Stackelberg game model), which incorporates
real-time observations, the behavior of sequential attacks, and strategic plans
of non-myopic players. We then propose practical game-theoretic algorithms for
computing an equilibrium in different game settings. Our new algorithms exploit
intrinsic properties of the equilibrium to derive compact representations of both
state history and strategy spaces of players (which are exponential in number in
the original representations). Finally, our computational experiments show that
the defender and attacker receive significant loss and benefit respectively if the
defender does not address sequential attacks. By taking into account sequential
attacks, such loss and benefit is reduced drastically.
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